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Chapter 1  

1 INTRODUCTION 

1.1 Background 

Tariff is the mode by which a utility charges for electricity it supplies to consumers. 

Electricity is a secondary source of energy. The supply chain of this energy is 

typically divided in to three stages identified as generation, transmission and 

distribution & supply. These three stages involve primary energy as well as 

infrastructure. Therefore cost of electricity is twofold, cost of energy and cost of 

infrastructure.  

The cost of energy is not a difficult element to calculate. Cost of primary energy, the 

conversion and transport losses easily result in the cost. But it is a thoroughly 

debatable question how the infrastructure to is be cost, especially in transmission and 

distribution stages where the infrastructure is scattered in geographically.  

Utilities and regulators are constantly in dialogue how to measure the exact burden of 

a consumer on the network shared by other consumers. Mostly utilities adopt simple 

model known as postage stamp model. A postal company costs the delivery of a 

letter by an average cost derived from their total cost and total number of letters 

delivered. Similarly utilities cost their infrastructure by the cost of infrastructure and 

the total amount of energy delivered.  

Infrastructure cost is more of a fixed cost which does not vary with the throughput of 

the network asset. A resolved solution in allocating transmission fixed cost, referred 

as “extent-of-use” or MW-Mile method was first proposed [1]. Several derivatives of 

MW-Mile methodology have also been proposed aiming transmission infrastructure. 

They have been reviewed [2]-[3]. These methodologies work out a postage stamp 

value for MW/ km rate. Recently an Amp-Mile method derived from MW-Mile 

method was proposed [4] to recover distribution fixed cost. 
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One common feature in MW-Mile methodologies or its derivatives is that they 

mostly depend on the network flow calculations or tracing methods. But still this is 

an average cost or more of a weighted average cost where everybody will be charged 

for the burden created by a long line constructed to deliver small quantity of energy 

in a particular consumer.  

Unlike transmission networks, in distribution networks, density of nodes is very 

high. In such situations, load flow or current flow calculation of each branch, is a 

complicated and difficult effort. Since the distance between consecutive nodes are 

very much close, expected variation is also little. Therefore implementing MW-Mile 

methods are not that much practical in distribution networks. 

This thesis analyzes the question of allocating infrastructure cost, deriving a more 

absolute solution. It proposes a time based pricing strategy which can be easily 

adopted in distribution networks and even in the transmission networks. Further this 

study also includes the recovery of cost of losses which is more in line with proposed 

costing of infrastructure. 

The proposed strategy works out a time based cost reflective price per energy to 

recover the cost of infrastructure and the cost of losses. The methodology derives the 

price for infrastructure from the incremental cost of infrastructure cost. Its inherent 

nature of time dependence, allows adopting this strategy for dynamic or real-time 

pricing.  

A cost reflective tariff will provide price signals for optimum use of infrastructure. 

That is to achieve a good demand response which implies a reduction in the 

consumption during constrained peak periods and flattened load curves. A good 

demand response will, 

 delay investments in production and network capacity 

 reduce the capacity charge and network losses, hence reduce average 

power and network prices  

 improve system reliability  
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Thus a good demand response will reduce long run marginal cost.  

In this thesis Chapter 2 outlines the cost components and present strategies of 

recovering them. Chapter 3 investigates the model and Chapter 4 derives the 

proposed strategy mathematically. Chapter 5 illustrates application of the proposed 

methodology in real network load curves and its results. Chapter 6 discusses the 

results of the proposed strategy in nexus to the project scope and objectives. Chapter 

7 concludes. 

1.2 Motivation  

Lanka Electricity Company (Private) Limited (LECO) is a government owned 

distribution licensee (DL) in Sri Lanka. LECO purchases electricity from Ceylon 

Electricity Board (CEB) which is the only transmission licensee (TL) in the country 

[5]. Some purchasing points of LECO are fed with 33 kV feeders of CEB which are 

shared by CEB for their distribution purposes. The infrastructure cost of such, is 

recovered as capacity cost which is derived through averaging.  

But the tariff methodology of Sri Lanka shall be of cost reflective in terms of Section 

30 of the Sri Lanka Electricity Act [5]. The “Energy Policy Element” 2.5 of 

“National Energy Policy & Strategies of Sri Lanka” [6] states; 

“An appropriate pricing policy for the energy sector will be adopted 

considering important factors such as cost reflectivity, need for targeted 

subsidies, and competitiveness of locally produced goods and services in the 

regional and world markets” 

Further “Implementing Strategies” 4.5 of [6] states; 

“Average electricity price to each category of consumers will be gradually 

made cost reflective” 

That is Sri Lanka shall be towards a cost reflective based tariff. But as per the present 

tariff methodology (SLTM) [7], the capacity cost of transmission is averaged through 

system peak demand while the capacity cost of distribution is averaged through the 

energy sales. One can easily conclude that average cost tariffs are not based on cost 
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reflective principles since cross subsidies are embedded in them by construction. 

Therefore, LECO as well as the ordinary consumers (end users) are not benefited in 

maintaining a good demand response.  

Further demand characteristics of some branches of LECO are not in line with the 

national demand characteristics. Since there is no proper cost causation based tariff 

for distribution networks it is unable to harvest the opportunity of having a good 

demand response from its customers and get the benefit at the purchasing.  

In engineering point of view, implementation of cost causation based tariff faces 

following key barriers. 

 Lack of prudent costing methodology in costing infrastructure in 

distribution network 

 Complexity of present MW-Mile methodologies in the case of 

transmission network 

 Lack of advanced metering infrastructure which produces required 

inputs to MW-Mile methods 

 Difficulty in adopting MW-Mile methods for distribution networks in 

Sri Lankan context. 

Therefore it is required to study a suitable cost causation based pricing mechanism 

suitable for Sri Lanka. Time based variation of pricing is an option. Further that can 

be easily implemented for distribution networks also. 

1.3 Objective 

The main objective of this study is to investigate a time based pricing model (TBPM) 

which is also cost causation based and can be implemented for distribution networks 

in Sri Lanka. 

1.4 Scope and boundaries 

The scope of this study is set to identify the strategies of pricing the basic cost 

components of the electricity distribution business for achieving the objects. This 

study assumes that cost of infrastructure and cost of losses of the network are 
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charged from loads as per SLTM. Further effects of distribution generation are not 

considered. 

  


